
Smartphone, USB memory, other 
removable media, etc.

Smartphone tethering, public network 
connection, etc.

PC is locked when it cannot be　
connected to the permitted network.

Feature

 Device Control Wi-Fi connection control PC lock function

Data Leakage Prevention Solution

HIBUN Device Control

"Regulate" confidential data
to prevent information leakage

"HIBUN Device Control" manages devices and network connections
to protect confidential information from leakage accident.
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Contact Us
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For questions and inquiries regarding our products and services, contact:

Contact us with inquiries about sales or products, 
or for general information.
hibun-international@hitachi-solutions.com

  Product URL
http://www.hitachi-solutions.com/hibun/sp/

Regulate
HIBUN Device Control

*1  When a Smartphone is connected to a PC, it is recognized as several different devices depends on the difference by manufacturers and connection mode. 
      By managing all these devices, HIBUN can completely prohibit copying data to Smartphones.
*2  HIBUN Date Encryption encrypts data in the PC so that confidential data is protected more robustly.

HIBUN Device ControlHIBUN Device Control

Control various devices, such as smartphone, removable media, network connection, etc. 
for each PC to prevent unauthorized copying of confidential information.

Control various devices

Employees may use their private smartphone's tethering 
function to bypass the corporate network security to use 
unauthorized cloud services. HIBUN prohibits such an 
inadequate network connection.

Wi-Fi connection control
PC is locked when it cannot be connected to the 
permitted network. For example, administrator can make 
PC only available inside the factory with this function. *2

PC lock function

HIBUN "Three forces" resolves complex security issues.
Security risks in the IT environment are sophisticated and 
diversified with current compound uncertain and boundary blurring 
situation. HIBUN three forces “Regulate”, “Encrypt” and “Trace” 
surely resolves complex security issues.
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